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ABSTRACT

In this contribution we describe a system to generate
dense depth maps from image sequences recorded from
a camera mounted on a robot. Two color images of
the sequence are treated as a stereo pair. A color edge
detector is applied, lines are segmented from the edge
images, and approximations as sequences of straight
lines and circular arcs are computed. An initial depth
map results from lines of these compound segmentation
objects. This map is re ned to a dense map by a block
matching algorithm. We describe results of a parallel implementation using object{oriented programming
techniques. The results show substantial improvements
in comparison to a monochromous system with respect
to speed, accuracy, and completeness.

1. INTRODUCTION
One goal of the image analysis system which the presented work belongs to is the active exploration of an
unknown environment with an emphasis on searching
and recognition of particular objects, opening a wide
range of applications. Several active camera devices
are used for 3D reconstruction, object recognition, and
object tracking (see [5] for an overview).
One subgoal of the image analysis system is to compute the complete surface of an object as a base for
modeling, classi cation and 3D{pose recognition in this
environment. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the system for this subgoal. An active stereo camera supervises the scene, detects interesting objects, and thus
determines the starting position for a monocular camera. This calibrated camera which is mounted to a
robot's hand is moved actively to record an image sequence from known positions. Any two adjacent views
have approximately 200 di erence in the angle of their
optical axis; they are treated as a stereo image pair.
y This work was funded partially by the German Research
Foundation (DFG) under grant number SFB 182. Only the authors are responsible for the contents.

In this paper we show the combined feature{ and
correlation{based stereo approach adapted to monocular color image sequences (block \computation of depth"
in Fig. 1). A new feature based matching using a combination of straight lines, circular arcs and chain codes
is explained here. We show results of a parallel implementation on a symmetric multiprocessor system. The
other components of this system are described in [1, 2].
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Fig. 1: System architecture

2. RELATED WORK
Feature based stereo algorithms can handle large disparity ranges with high accuracy but determine depth
only for geometric primitives e.g. line segments or points,
thereby generating sparse depth maps [10]. Recently,
complex features such as polygons have been proposed
for matching [12]. Block matching algorithms determine dense depth but their accuracy is highly in uenced by illumination changes caused by di erent viewing angles of the moving camera. By use of the reliable
sparse depth data of the feature based step the disparity range in the block matching step can be restricted,
reducing the computational e ort and the number of

Fig. 2: Result of grey-value based segmentation (left),
color segmentation (right)
erroneous matches.
Whereas traditional algorithms use gray level images, studies of color spaces showed improved performance [8]; the error in disparity has been reported
smallest in RGB color space [7]. We employ color methods for all parts of a combined approach, line detection,
feature based and area based stereo matching.
Other algorithms to compute dense 3D{information
of an object, mainly for modelling, are known from the
literature, some of them with impressing results, but
none of them suitable for unknown environments, yet.
Either the object is moved on a turn table e.g. in [13],
or the object is placed in a calibration rig as in many
photogrammetric approaches e.g. in [9].

3. INITIAL FEATURE BASED STEREO
In [10, 12] gray level image of normalized stereo pairs
were segmented into straight line segments. Sets of
these lines were matched in the left and right images
by an iterative relaxation algorithm which used a score
or quality measure on the lines.
We extended and enhanced this technique by color
edge detection and line approximation by circular arcs
and straight line sequences. The use of a color edge detector based on a Nevatia{Babu operator, (cmp. [10])
raised the number of discovered lines and thus lowered the number of erroneous matches caused by lines,
which were detected in one image only. First, we apply an edge detector to each channel in RGB independently, in order to compute edge strength and edge orientation. The maximal strength value is selected and
stored together with its orientation (see e.g. [11] for definition of strength and orientation). Fig. 2 shows a typical result for grey-value and color based segmentation.
The segmentation of [12] was changed from straight
line sequences to straight line{circular arc{sequences,
thus reducing the number of primitives which have to
be matched to 58:4% (average measured on a sample
of 850 images [6]). Especially the e ect of splitting

rounded lines into several short straight line segments
was reduced signi cantly, an example can be seen in
Fig. 5.
One problem of matching arcs is due to the feature attributes, such as contrast, which mean slightly
di erent things for straight lines; the contrast for arcs
is computed from the di erence inside and outside the
arc; contrast for lines results from the di erence left
and right to the line. The inner part of arcs with an
horizontal tangent is left of the line, if seen from one
side, and right, if seen from the other. To resolve this
inconsistency, such an arc is split into two parts, leaving out the almost horizontal segment, which is not
used for matching since its displacement can not be
computed. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. This strategy
allows for similar matching strategies for straight lines
as well as circular arcs.

Fig. 3: Arc with tangent and result of splitting
The average edge strength of a line in one color
channel is referred to as the color contrast of this line.
Since we have three color channels we get three color
contrast values, one for each channel. The color contrast values were introduced in the scoring for the matching strategy, reducing the number of potential matches
at least to 50% in our experiments. This number can
be further reduced by the use of an averaged color value
as an attribute for matching. The color values in the
areas left and right of the segmented line are averaged
for each channel independently. Only those lines match
which have similar values left or right of the line. 'Or'
because due to occlusion an edge between two areas
may change to an edge between one of these areas and
the background. Wrong matches occurred only at very
short line segments or if a line was detected in one image only.
To use a coarse line approximation with few primitives in the matching step while computing the disparity with the exact edge position, the following procedure was chosen, which generates a sparse depth map:
1. Chain coded lines in the two images are computed by applying a color edge lter, connecting
adjacent edges and closing gaps.
2. A coarse straight line and circular arc approximation is obtained by a split and merge algorithm
[6].

4. COMBINED STEREO MATCHING

Fig. 4: Disparity computed from line sections (dashed
lines) and computed from segmentation primitives
(thin solid lines).
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Fig. 5: Matched lines and result of interpolation step
(detail) with straight line approximation (top), with
straight line and circular arc approximation (bottom),
each number referring to a segmentation primitive,
equal numbers indicate matched primitives.
3. After the matching step for lines, the common
rows of each two matched segmentation primitives are determined.
4. In each common row the positions of the chain
coded line section belonging to the matched primitives are identi ed.
5. The disparity is computed using the chain code
positions. In case of horizontal chain code links,
the mean position of these codes is used.
An example illustrating the disparity computation is
shown in Fig. 4. Thick lines show two pairs of matched
segmentation primitives. Each box shows a pixel of
the associated line segment. Fig. 4 shows an example
for the algorithm above. The disparity computed for
line segments is shown as dashed lines; the disparity
computed from segmentation objects is depicted as thin
continuous lines.
A result of the procedure is shown in Fig. 5; even for
approximately straight lines the number of primitives
is reduced.

The minimal and maximal disparity and an initial disparity map computed by the feature based approach
(Sect. 3) are now used as initialization of a correlation
based area matching. If a local maximum of the correlation is found within two pixel distance of the estimated disparity value and this maximal value is above
a threshold (typically, a value of two times the average
correlation is used), the position of this maximum is
taken as the correct disparity. In two cases a disparity value will remain unde ned: rst if no point with
a correlation above the threshold is found; second if
there are several local maxima for one point, the difference between these maxima is low, and there is no
initial value for this point. The former indicates a point
which is probably visible in one image only, the latter a
homogeneous region for which borders were not found.
The computational e ort needed for this algorithm
is reduced to less than 20% by a quality measure, estimating the reliability in the matching of one particular
block. If the quality measure is below a threshold, the
disparity for this block will not be computed. If an
initial disparity value is de ned for this point its value
will be used, otherwise the value will remain unde ned.
This reduces the number of points where the disparity is computed and immediately discarded because of
poor reliability, as typically happening in homogeneous
background regions.
The disparity computed by this approach reached
an average accuracy of 1.93 pixels.

5. EXPERIMENTS, IMPLEMENTATION,
AND INTEGRATION
The algorithms were implemented using `o& (HIPPOS) [11], an NIHCL based object oriented class library designed for image analysis. Computationally expensive parts of the stereo algorithm are parallelized on
MEMSY, a modular, expandable multiprocessor system [4]. Fig. 6 shows eciency and speedup for the
parallel execution of the block matching procedure; p
shows the number of processors, Tp shows the required
computation time using p processor units. The parallelization of the remaining part of the algorithm is
subject to current research.
For several objects the camera was positioned to
record 40 views each. Adjacent views of the image sequences are subject to stereo matching. Results of the
combined stereo matching for a Rubic's cube are shown
in Fig. 7, In this image light grey indicates unde ned
regions, the disparity in pixels is mapped modulus three
on white, grey and black.
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Fig. 6: Speedup sp = T1 =Tp (left) and Eciency ep =
( ) (right) for the blockmatching step

T1 = pTp

Fig. 7: Combined matching: normalized input images
(top), initial depth map from line based matching (bottom left), result of combined matching (bottom right).
As noted in Sect. 1, the matching results are input
to further processing. Resulting range images are registered and combined to a complete 3D object [2]. Fig. 8
shows views of the nal result. The missing side surface
(left picture) was not visible in the image sequence.
6.
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